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Inventories and the Auditor*
By Maurice E. Peloubet
A great deal has been written and said on the subject of the
auditor’s responsibility for inventory verification and the means
and methods to be employed in the discharge of that responsibil
ity. Against most of these discussions the reproach that they are
too theoretical or abstract can hardly be brought. In fact they
usually plunge immediately into a description of methods and
expedients, leaving the general principles and abstract basis to be
deduced by the reader from a description of a number of facts and
practices.
A departure from this way of handling the subject is proposed
and so, before making any examination of practical ways and
means, I am going to ask the members of this society and their
guests to bear with me while we make a short excursion into the
regions of theory and abstraction—which, after all, are not such
bad places if you don’t get to like them too much.
The most theoretical basis of discussion possible would be a
perfect verification of an inventory during an audit under ideal
conditions by an auditor possessing every variety of skill and
knowledge required to perform the perfect verification.
Actual practice and the reasonable limits of responsibility will
necessarily fall somewhat short of the ideal but it is only by having
this before us that we can fix the limits of the possible and reason
able extent of our verifications and the responsibility we may
properly assume.
A perfect verification would be one which enabled the auditor
to certify that the goods included in the inventory were physically
in existence and were correctly described, that the company had
title to the goods and that they were correctly valued on the basis
stated in the balance-sheet.
Ideal audit conditions would assure the auditor access to the
records and plant at all times and would also assume the existence
of perfect and complete records. The plant would be shut down
during the taking of the inventory.
Under the conditions assumed the auditor would visit his
client’s plant or place of business at the time the inventory was
*Address delivered at a meeting of the New York State Society of Certified Public Accountanta, New York, October 23,1928.
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being taken, where he would verify the count or weight and with
his expert knowledge of the business and of the commodities used
or dealt in would check the accuracy of the description as to the
general classification or kind of material, its particular type or
variety, its quality and usually its condition or age.
The actual counting or weighing would not present much
difficulty even to a human auditor and, of course, none at all to
our ideal one. Under the ideal conditions inventory in but one
department or section would be taken at a time and the auditor
would merely count and weigh with the men who were doing the
work. His expert knowledge of materials, processes, styles and
whatever else was required would enable him to check accurately
and immediately the descriptions of the goods.
For instance, suppose our ideal and universally qualified auditor
were taking inventory at a textile mill, manufacturing both all
wool goods as well as those containing cotton or cotton and wool
shoddy. He would, of course, have little or no difficulty in verify
ing weights and qualities of raw wool, especially as he would be
greatly aided by lot numbers. His keen and expert eye (or nose or
finger) would immediately tell him from physical inspection the
value of the washed and dyed wool. The quality and composi
tion of the different shoddies would be as an open book to him.
He would be able to distinguish the variety and quality of wool in
the card room and so on through the whole plant, and he could
offer a clear and precise judgment as to the value of finished goods,
giving due weight to the problems of style and color as affecting
salability.
The subsequent proof of the company’s title to the goods, proof
of clerical accuracy and verification of prices would be very simple
for an ideal auditor under ideal conditions.
As is only natural, a practitioner such as our highly qualified
friend would have a large and varied practice. His next engage
ment might take him to a wholesaler or jobber in jewelry, a man
who buys for resale, has goods on memorandum from other deal
ers and himself sends goods out to retailers on memorandum.
The auditor’s first work is to weigh and count the diamonds.
His keen eye (we may be sure it is his eye this time) tells him not
only whether a diamond is an African blue-white or a yellow Bra
zilian stone, but also shows him flaws and imperfections, all of
which have a bearing on the value of the stone. His procedure
with the rubies, emeralds, sapphires and other unset stones is the
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same. The valuation of pearls presents no difficulties to him.
He examines the ring mountings and finished rings, the list of
which, due to his ability to value the stones and metal and his
wide and accurate knowledge of the trade, he is able to revise
correctly as to the quantity and value. He goes on through the
whole stock, counting and weighing with unfailing precision and
classifying and valuing with surprising but unfailing accuracy.
Then he proves title by the usual methods, verifies goods out on
memorandum by correspondence, verifies the clerical work and
gives an unqualified certificate because he knows everything is
just as it should be.
Let us follow, not without some awe and reverence, our ideal
auditor to one other client, a manufacturer of heavy machinery
on special order. Here the inventory is divided into four groups:

(1) Manufacturing supplies—bolts, screws, valves, small tools
(unissued), standard pipe fittings and similar items.
(2) Metals—tool steel, various alloy steels, copper, brass and
nickel silver in sheets, billets and rods.
(3) Special castings.
(4) Goods in process of manufacture.
Our auditor counts and values some thousands of items in the
first group. In the second, as the goods are mostly open-market
commodities, valuation presents little difficulty but only a man
like our ideal auditor could distinguish between the different
classes of steel, where the difference in value may sometimes
amount to a dollar a pound. He also has no difficulty (but
almost anyone else would have) in distinguishing between, say,
nickel silver and brass in billets. His physical count and apprai
sal of goods in process, coupled with his knowledge of the trade in
general and his client’s business in particular, are sufficient for
him to put a perfectly correct valuation on this portion of the
inventory, which, of course, agrees with the perfect records.
Title and clerical accuracy are verified in the usual way and a
clear certificate is given.
To assist in the transition from the ideal and perfect to the
human and practical let us see what help we get from a striking
passage in William James’ Principles of Psychology:
“ I am often confronted by the necessity of standing by one of my selves
and relinquishing the rest. Not that I would not, if I could, be both hand
some and fat and well dressed, and a great athlete, and make a million a
year, be a wit, a bon-vivant, a lady-killer, as well as a philosopher; a
philanthropist, statesman, warrior, and African explorer, as well as a
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‘tone-poet' and saint. But the thing is simply impossible. The million
aire’s work would run counter to the saint's; the bon-vivant and the phil
anthropist would trip each other up; the philosopher and the lady-killer
could not well keep house in the same tenement of clay. Such different
characters may conceivably at the outset of life be alike possible to a man.
But to make any one of them actual, the rest must more or less be sup
pressed. So the seeker of his truest, strongest, deepest self must review the
list carefully and pick out the one on which to stake his salvation. All
other selves thereupon become unreal, but the fortunes of this self are real.
Its failures are real failures, its triumphs real triumphs, carrying shame and
gladness with them.”

It seems reasonably evident that in each inventory taken by our
ideal auditor it required an expert knowledge of the business to
make his counting effective and useful. The mere weight or
quantity of wool, diamonds or alloy steel is not information of
much practical value until we know the variety of wool, the con
dition of the diamonds as to color and flaws and just what the alloy
of the steel consists of. We are told that to make any one of our
“selves” actual the rest must be more or less suppressed, which
means, I take it, that we must be accountants and not valuers,
appraisers or engineers. Most of us would hardly claim to be
technical experts in any line of manufacturing or merchandising
and none would claim to be qualified in all lines. On the other
hand few would feel or admit their inability, except where the
magnitude of the work was too great, to take engagements
for auditing or accounting work for practically any type of
business.
However, because we can be little besides accountants, because
it is a profession requiring all a man’s efforts and the exercise of
all his abilities, it should not be thought or implied that we wish
to avoid any responsibilities. Accountants should take full re
sponsibility for the verification of inventories. That verification,
however, should be made by us as accountants and by accounting
methods.
We can not and should not attempt to do this work as experts,
valuers or appraisers. The British decisions limiting auditors’
responsibility for inventories have been frequently decried as
providing a refuge for incompetence and as exacting a standard of
work below the actual practice of reputable firms. While there
may be some truth in this it still remains that the importance of
these decisions does not lie in their statements as to how much
work the auditor should do or whose certificate he may accept but
lies in the statement that the auditor is not and can not be a
valuer.
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This statement is correct in spite of the fact that there are
numbers of individual accountants who are qualified to act as
experts in particular types of trading or manufacturing. I have a
friend in practice in New England who is probably better qualified
to take physical inventories in cotton and woolen mills than some
of the mill managers themselves, and he occasionally does work of
this nature. Needless to say his practice is to some extent spe
cialized in textile work. However, he also has clients in other
lines of manufacturing, as well as some in retail merchandising.
He can not and does not attempt to take or supervise physical
inventories in a small department store or a company manufactur
ing brass novelties. It seems clear that his work in dealing with
physical inventories of cotton and woolen mills is not done as an
accountant but is done as a textile expert which, while it is a
totally different occupation from that of an accountant, is, of
course, perfectly consistent with it. He does not consider him
self, however, as a technical expert in any other line but he is, and
considers himself to be, competent to handle the accounting and
auditing problems of any type of business which he is called on to
serve.
Another consequence of the attempt of accountants to take and
supervise physical inventories will undoubtedly be to intensify the
present tendency to specialize, especially in small or individual
practices. I for one, and I do not think I am alone in this, feel
that this tendency is not a desirable one and that it will in the
long run tend to work against the universal and public character
of the profession. However, if it is usually demanded—and is
considered part of his regular work—that the accountant should
take and value physical inventories most of us with small practices
will be forced into the position of becoming experts in one or two
lines of business and applying our accounting knowledge only to
those particular businesses or industries. This, I think is a
dangerous and undesirable development both from the clients’
and from our own point of view as our value to our clients is
largely based on broad knowledge of business and varied contacts
with the business public.
What we are not and what we can not do has I think been
shown pretty clearly. What we can do—and it seems to me that
it is something at least as valuable as physical counting and
valuing—is to make verifications from the accounting records and
other records sufficiently accurate and reliable to enable us to
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certify unconditionally to the correctness of the inventory as
shown on the balance-sheet.
In considering inventory verification we have, broadly speaking,
two principal types of work. First, the verification of inventory
where the audit has been performed by the same auditor for a
number of years and where in consequence he is thoroughly famil
iar with the course of the business and the personnel of the organi
zation. The second type of work is the verification of inventories
for special purposes or in cases where the investigation or audit
is made once only, possibly under limited instructions. The
problem of verification seems to be quite different in these two
classes of work and while some methods and principles apply to
both, they are really so dissimilar that they should be treated
separately.
In the verification of an inventory as part of a periodical audit
where the work has been done continuously over several years, we
have in general the assurance that inflation of quantities or values
can at the worst either be done only once or must be done, if at
all, in very small amounts because of the simple and unescapable
fact that this year’s closing inventory is next year’s starting in
ventory and that as far as effect on profits is concerned, inven
tory inflation can affect only one year and must be carried through
every time the inventory is taken if the original effect on the sur
plus is to be maintained.
We all know as a matter of practice that in a business of any
magnitude, or in one where accurate cost records or perpetualinventory records are kept, inventory inflation requires the col
lusion of a number of persons if it is not to be done in such a simple
manner as to be obvious on its face. For instance, an arbitrary
write-up of quantities, to be concealed successfully, must be car
ried back to the original inventory sheets and to the stock or
production records. This involves the work of at least one clerk
if not more, or if the interested officer makes the alteration the
clerks must be notified. It is hardly likely that alterations can
be put through without any indication that the records have been
adjusted. If the inflation is an overstatement of quantities on the
original count collusion between the workmen, clerks and officers
is also essential. The only other alternative to the somewhat
involved methods described above is to make an arbitrary ad
justment in quantities or prices which, of course, would be quite
obvious.
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It is also true that in many manufacturing and trading busi
nesses accurate inventories are essential for control of operations,
which would put added difficulties in the way of changing inven
tory figures in such a way that they would present to a qualified
auditor an appearance of genuineness.
Is it not true, however, that most misstatements of inventories
whether unintentional or not have to do with questions of title and
liability rather than of physical quantity? These are questions
which can hardly be dealt with in any other way than by auditing
and accounting procedures through the company’s records and
supporting documents. I do not see how any type of physical
count and valuation could possibly detect an attempt to inflate
the inventory by including, say, raw materials held on consign
ments from a customer and to be made up, or an attempt to
inventory goods in the company’s plant not yet paid for, for which
liability has not been taken up. In all of the many cases where
inventory is proved by documents, such as bills of lading or ware
house receipts, no physical inventory can help us. Misrepresenta
tion by means of documents forged, raised or improperly in the
clients’ possession are unfortunately not unknown. We have all
known of instances where goods were included in inventory and
liability was not taken up—usually merely an innocent error, but
sometimes an intentional one. These things, while admittedly
difficult to discover, are matters of accounts and records and have
no relation to physical count. As a matter of fact it is quite
possible for reliance on physical count and inspection to mislead
the auditor seriously. We probably all know of cases where the
auditor has been somewhat suspicious of an inventory, say of some
commodity such as pig iron, and he has been told by the officers,
“If you do not believe we own this stuff we will show it to you.”
He has been taken across the street in a yard and shown large and
impressive piles of pig iron. Some months after his certificate has
been published he discovers that the pig iron did not belong to the
company but had been carefully marked and labeled with the
company’s name. The records, however, showed that it was
quite unlikely that this material was the company’s property.
I do not propose within the limits of this paper to rehearse the
usual procedure followed in a careful but not unduly exhaustive
verification of inventory. Most books on auditing give this
procedure in full, none better than Montgomery’s standard work
on auditing. Our attitude toward inventories should be precisely
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the same as that toward any other balance-sheet item. We
should do sufficient work to satisfy ourselves that we are in a
position to certify to the substantial accuracy of every item on the
balance-sheet, valued as stated in the balance-sheet. In order to
give a certificate stating that the balance-sheet is substantially
correct and presents a true and accurate view of the company’s
position, we should make such an examination of the company’s
records, including costs, perpetual inventory, purchase and sales,
as will enable us to say that the general course of the business tells
us what the inventory should be. This should be confirmed by all
the evidence we can get that the inventory at a certain date was
what the course of the business indicated it should be. This
evidence, as the standard auditing procedure indicates, comes
from a number of sources: from several independent internal rec
ords and in many cases from confirmation by outside parties as
to the ownership and disposition of goods not in the client’s physi
cal control. One of the most important features in inventory veri
fication is the examination into the system and methods whereby
perpetual inventory, if any, is kept and by which the periodical
physical inventories are taken. Here, as in any other part of a
company’s system, the auditor is competent to suggest and devise
methods for the proper recording and safeguarding of the com
pany’s property, and it is certainly his duty to understand the
system in force and if he can possibly suggest any improvement to
do so. A thorough understanding of the inventory system is often
of the greatest help in the final verification. It seems that this
procedure would enable an auditor, without spending an undue
amount of time and without taking on himself any functions not
entirely within his qualifications and competence as an accountant
and auditor, to certify and take responsibility for the substantial
accuracy of the inventory items appearing in the balance-sheet of
any company of which he has been the auditor for a number of
years.
The question of verification where work is done once only is
somewhat more difficult. The general trend and organization of
the business is not so well known to the auditor, records for pre
vious years may be unavailable or imperfect or there may be no
time for their analysis, and, what may possibly be most important
of all, the auditor will not know the men concerned in the work of
taking the inventory. This, by the way, seems to be a point not
very much stressed in anything written on his subject, but one
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which seems to me to be of the greatest value. If we know that
the bookkeeper and the store-keeper in a particular factory are
men of good standing in their community and that one of them,
say the store-keeper, is inclined to be opinionated and somewhat
self-assertive and that the bookkeeper sometimes disagrees with
the manager’s ideas and frequently argues things out with him, it
would seem that it would be safer to rely on the work of these two
men than it would be if the store-keeper was heavily in debt and
had borrowed money from the company and the bookkeeper took
a somewhat subservient attitude towards the manager. These
things are hardly conclusive, but certainly should never be
neglected.
Practically all the standard methods of verification can and
should be employed in the case of inventory taken under special"
conditions. However, one great safeguard present where audits
have been made for a number of years is lacking here, namely,
the comparative certainty that whatever is wrong with the
inventory in one year will be corrected subsequently. Here what
is done is final, particularly if it is a question of purchase or sale.
For this reason even more attention than usual should be given to
points involving the company’s title and liability. The cost and
inventory system should be very carefully studied and tests made
of its actual working, although here again the physical count
seems to be among the poorer and more feeble methods.
Many years ago on the occasion of the bankruptcy of a large
company manufacturing heavy machinery the inventory of sup
plies and parts was tested by juniors from an accounting firm,
who would count the contents of a particular bin and report back
to a senior in charge of the perpetual-inventory records. In
almost every case where the count disagreed with the card it was
found that the card was correct and the count in error. It was
also true that the juniors for the most part had only a most rudi
mentary conception of what they were counting. This was all
very well in the case of bolts and screws but it would have been
quite easy for items of some value, such as bronze valves, to be
improperly described even if the count were correct.
It is quite possible, in the case of some special investigations,
although I think not in many, that inventories should be ap
praised in the same way and for the same purpose as plant and
machinery frequently are. This work would supplement that of
the auditor and would be checked by his accounting verification.
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The purposes of the usual verification of inventory on a going
concern basis may be quite different from those where purchase or
sale is expected. This is largely a question of valuation and it is
quite possible that occasionally independent experts could
profitably be employed.
To sum up, accountants should and can, in all but the most
exceptional cases, take full responsibility for their inventory
verifications in the same way and to the same extent as they do
for any other balance-sheet item. They should do this by means
of the accounts and other records of the company, with the addi
tional corroboration of outsiders who can verify any parts of the
inventory. Accountants are not and can not be technical experts
in every type of business they may be called on to audit. Not
being technical experts and, therefore, being unable to classify
goods or materials accurately, the mere counting of goods, as to
the type and quality of which they may be easily deceived, is of no
real value.
The accountant has a duty, which he is fully competent to
perform, to suggest and devise methods and systems for inventory
records. Accountants should endeavor to perfect themselves
within the limits of their professional knowledge and competence
to such an extent that they may continue to take full responsi
bility for inventory verification and to improve their usefulness in
this respect to their clients and the public. They should not try
to become universal technical experts or valuers, not because they
are incompetent, but because the public practice of accountancy,
properly conceived and carried out, is an occupation requiring all
the time and attention of a man of the highest business and
analytical abilities.
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